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Pour-in-the-Tank 
Cleen Formulas  
for Motorists
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The Cleen Plan 
Partnership

A partnership between the motorist and their 
trusted professional technician.  
Most motorists know to have their filters checked 
regularly and have their motor oil changed every 
3,000 miles, but many don’t know they need to 
maintain their fuel injectors too. That's where the 
Cleen Plan can help. 

The Cleen Plan is a comprehensive fuel injection 
cleaning program that combines motorist preventative 
maintenance with a regular professional cleaning. 

Motorists, pour Super Cleen Advanced Formula or  
EZ-Pour Cleen into your full tank every 5,000 
miles and see your trusted technician yearly for a 
professional cleaning. You'll enjoy improved drivability 
and performance from this 'fuel system tune-up' 
along with better gas mileage, reduced emissions 
and 'at-the-pump' savings. And a smoother running 
vehicle with better mileage makes everyone happy!
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The expanded Cleen Family of Chemicals has 
improved formulas in color-coded packaging

Enhanced Cleen 
Professional Fuel 
System Cleaning Kits

Why, because fuel injectors get dirty!
Over time, deposits build up on injector nozzles 
altering the spray volume and pattern. These 
deposits come from additives used in gasoline. 
As injectors get clogged, a vehicle may hesitate, 
stumble, suddenly lose power, idle rough or be 
difficult to start. By removing the deposits, the 
injectors work efficiently, the engine receives 
proper fuel delivery resulting in maximum vehicle 
efficiency, power and performance.

Why Cleen?

Clean Dirty
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CST100CQ

The enhanced Ultra canister 
and gauge (CST600CQ) is 
included in the CST100CQ kit.

Ultra Cleen 
FI Cleaning System

The new standard in fuel system cleaning.  
Re-engineered, the new Ultra Cleen kit 
meets the needs of today's technician with 
a redesigned canister and gauge for the 
most accurate readings, plus an advanced 
quick-disconnect system for easy adapter 
hook-up and maximum efficiency. The Ultra 
Cleen system uses your shop air to clean 
fuel injectors even faster and more efficiently 
eliminating the need for aerosol disposal.

Improved
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Ultra Cleen Kit 
Features & Benefits

Our best 'shop air' fuel cleaning system 
just got better.

New Quick-Disconnect System for easy •	
adapter hook-up. 
Redesigned heavy-duty Ultra Kit canister with •	
built-in bleed off valve to relieve pressure and 
gauges with protective gauge covers.
Larger gauge assembly for a more accurate •	
pressure reading. Large gauge reads fuel 
system pressure; small gauge reads canister 
pressure - up to 145 psi.
Kit is updated for current model year vehicles.•	
Adapters come with required hardware to •	
cover many different fuel systems.
Adapters are well organized with identification •	
charts for each compartment with popular 
adapters mounted on outside of tool box for 
quick access. Hose adapters come complete 
with identification rings.
Longer main feed line hose and fuel pump loop •	
hoses for pumps that cannot be disabled.
Includes longer fuel rail mounting bolts for •	
applications where the OE bolts are too short.
Throttle body “S” tool is included for cleaning •	
intake runners.
Printable CD manual included with each kit.•	
Uses Ultra Cleen fuel system cleaner (CSF53).•	

The Ultra Cleen system can test fuel pumps, 
pressure regulators, diagnose leaking fuel 
injectors and it contains all the components 
necessary to service virtually all import and 
domestic vehicles.
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CST100Q

Our new Pro Cleen cleaning system.  
Completely redesigned with a new gauge 
and advanced quick-disconnect system, the 
new Pro Cleen kit is the perfect solution for 
those technicians who require an aerosol 
based cleaning system. 

Pro Cleen  
FI Cleaning System

New Quick-Disconnect System for easy hook-up.•	
Larger gauge for accurate pressure reading.•	
Kit is updated for current model year vehicles.•	
Printable CD manual included with each kit.•	
Adapters come with required hardware to cover •	
numerous fuel systems. 
Longer main feed line hose and fuel pump loop •	
hoses for pumps that cannot be disabled.
Longer fuel rail mounting bolts for applications •	
where the OE bolts may be too short.
Test fuel pumps, pressure regulators, and •	
diagnose leaking fuel injectors.
Uses Pro Cleen aerosol cleaner (CSF56).•	
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CSTK2

CSTK3

CSTA90Q

CSTA91Q

CSTK1

Convert your existing Ultra and Pro Kits. 
Upgrade your gauges and convert your 
existing Cleen kits to 'quick-disconnect' 
with our Easy-Cleen update packages.

Ultra and Pro Cleen 
Upgrade Kits

CSTK1 Pro Cleen 'Aerosol' Update Kit
Includes new gauge and regulator, main quick-disconnect 
feed line hose, five 1/8" male (1/4" female thread) quick 
disconnect adapters 

CSTK2 Ultra Cleen 'Shop Air' Update Kit
Includes new threaded canister with gauge, main quick 
disconnect feed line hose, five 1/8" male (1/4" female thread) 
quick-disconnect adapters

CSTK3 Main Feed Line Hose Kit
Includes main quick disconnect feed line hose, five 1/8" 
male (1/4" female thread) quick-disconnect adapters, one 
1/8" male (1/4" male thread) quick-disconnect adapter

CSTA90Q Quick-Disconnect Female Adapter
Converts the main feed line hose adapter end 
 1/8" female (1/4" male thread) quick-disconnect adapter

CSTA91Q Quick-Disconnect Adapter
1/8" male (1/4" female thread) quick-disconnect adapter
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Cleen is the ONLY professional fuel system cleaning 
program developed by a manufacturer of fuel injectors.
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CSF53

Professional injector cleaning formula.  
Ultra Cleen Professional Fuel System 
Cleaner is the most efficient fuel injector 
cleaner on the market. Ultra Cleen cleans 
fuel injectors for a more efficient running 
engine. This formula also helps clean 
the combustion chamber, intake and 
exhaust valves helping to restore engine 
power, improve performance and reduce 
vehicle emissions. Use with Ultra Cleen Kit 
(CST100CQ) and your shop air.

Ultra Cleen  
Fuel System Cleaner
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Professional aerosol formula.  
Pro Cleen Professional Aerosol is a safe, 
effective fuel injection cleaner. Our CFC-free 
formula makes Pro Cleen oxygen sensor and 
catalytic converter safe for all domestic and 
import gasoline engines. Pro Cleen includes 
an intake valve cleaner additive, helping 
to improve drivability, gas mileage while 
reducing exhaust emissions. Use with Pro 
Cleen Kit (CST100Q).

Pro Cleen  
Fuel System Cleaner
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Works effectively on damaging deposits.  
Ultra Cleen Professional Air Intake System 
Cleaner removes harmful deposits that rob 
an engine of power. Our special formula 
cleans throttle body plates and air passages 
working effectively against the heavy 
deposits that build up in today's advanced 
fuel injection engines. This oxygen sensor 
and catalytic converter safe formula helps 
clean the combustion chamber, intake and 
exhaust valves to help reduce emissions and 
restore engine performance. Use with Ultra 
Cleen Kit (CST100CQ) and "S" Tool Adapter.

Air Intake  
System Cleaner

NEW
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Super Cleen Advanced 
formula is a complete 
combustion chamber 
cleaner that restores 
the entire fuel system.

Advanced pour-in-the-tank formula.  
Super Cleen Advanced is our best pour-in-
the-tank cleaner. Used every 5,000 miles, in 
between professional cleanings, Super Cleen 
Advanced keeps the entire system clean, 
rapidly and safely removes harmful engine 
deposits in injectors, valves, combustion 
chambers, ports and intake manifolds to 
restore vehicle power and performance. 
Regular use of Advanced will improve injector 
flow and fuel economy, smooth out rough idle, 
decrease hesitation, and reduce emissions.

Advanced Fuel 
Injection Cleaner

NEW
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Pro-Grade pour-in-the-tank formula.  
EZ-Pour Cleen Pro-Grade pour-in-the-tank 
cleaner helps avoid costly injector overhaul 
or replacement. EZ-Pour Pro-Grade formula 
cleans up to the intake valves, removing 
deposits in gasoline injectors that can cause 
sluggishness, surging, stalling, hesitation 
and starting difficulties. When used every 
5,000 miles, in between professional 
cleanings, EZ-Pour will help prevent deposit 
formation in the fuel system, improve gas 
mileage and restore vehicle power.

EZ-Pour Fuel  
Injection Cleaner

Improved
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Professional 'No-Rinse' fuel tank flush.  
Cleen Professional Fuel Tank Flush with 
passive vapor phase anti-rust, protects the 
tank interior from corrosion including the 
head-space above fuel level. Because Cleen 
Professional Flush is a no-rinse formula, the 
tank is ready to use after treatment. Use when 
installing new fuel pumps or during vehicle 
restoration. For heavily varnished tanks add a 
bottle of Super Cleen Advanced Fuel Injection 
Cleaner (CSF104) along with Flush.

Fuel Tank  
Flush

NEW
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Cleen MAF cleaner improves air/fuel ratio.  
Induction Cleen Professional MAF Sensor 
Cleaner is specifically formulated to help 
reduce deposits in the mass air flow sensor 
that lead to decreased engine performance. 
This unique formula contains a blend of 
solvents and additives designed to safely and 
effectively remove carbon build-up, gum and 
other deposits from mass air flow assemblies 
for improved air/fuel ratio, drivability and peak 
vehicle performance.

Mass Air Flow  
Sensor Cleaner

NEW
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Safe for any throttle plate or throttle body.  
Induction Cleen Professional Throttle Plate 
Cleaner is safe to use on any throttle body 
unit, throttle plate, vacuum and idle control 
components. This easy-to-use cleaner 
features an inverted nozzle that allows the 
cleaner to be used upside down making 
those hard-to-reach applications easy to 
get to. Cleen Professional Throttle Plate 
Cleaner easily dissolves deposits that cause 
drivability problems, restoring power and fuel 
economy to the vehicle.

Throttle Plate  
Cleaner

NEW
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Save at the Pump

Reduce Emissions

Conserve Energy

Improve Engine 
Performance

Cleen is the only professional fuel system cleaning 
program developed by a manufacturer of fuel injectors.

Standard Motor Products, Inc. 37-18 Northern Boulevard, LIC, NY 11101




